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Faber & Faber. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Finger Book: Sex, Behaviour and
Disease Revealed in the Fingers, John T. Manning, What could fingers and sex possibly have in
common? What does the shape of a child's fingers reveal about future musical talent? And why
should professional footballers have longer fingers than other men? This book is about a simple
measurement of the human hand: the 'finger ratio', or the length of the ring finger relative to the
index finger. John Manning uses a tiny difference between the sexes - that men tend to have a
greater finger ratio than women - to examine a dizzying group of questions about human
behaviour, from sexuality, to musical ability, to predisposition to disease. Provocative, intriguing
and balanced, John Manning's cutting-edge research poses many fruitful and unusual questions
about what makes us as we are.
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Reviews
Undoubtedly, this is actually the greatest job by any author. This can be for those who statte there was not a worthy of studying. I am delighted to inform
you that this is actually the greatest publication i actually have read within my very own daily life and could be he greatest book for ever.
-- Perry Reinger
Without doubt, this is actually the best job by any publisher. It is writter in basic phrases instead of di icult to understand. You will like the way the author
publish this publication.
-- Dr. Marvin Deckow
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Manning J. T. the finger book: sex, behaviour and disease revealed in the fingers. london, 2008. Manning J. T., Stewart A., Bundred P.
E., Trivers R. L. sex and ethnic differences in 2nd to 4th digit ratio of children // early human development. 2004. Vol. 80 (2). P. 161168.Â No significant correlations were found in the female sub-samples. Finally, men were more risk-seeking than women across all
five contexts. Palmistryâ€™s digital analogue Chris McManus considers claims that finger-length ratios point to individual and sex
differences | | The Finger Book: Sex, Behaviour and) â€˜To understand the new Disease Revealed in the Fingers chicomaney, hold up
your right By Joh.Â In The Finger Book, Although Manning likes to hhe writes: â€œI believe thae the deseribe that difference as a
pattern and nature of our decline | â€œsexual dimorphismâ€ ~ two inmidale life andthe disease distinct forms that differentiate which wil
eventually lead to our | the sexes, ina similar way to death, is dependent toa large | beards, breasts and baldness ~ extent on our
experiences asa there. The finger ratio, Manning explains, indicates the relative levels of testosterone and estrogen during early
development. Manning, who has written two books and more than 60 papers on the ratio, didn't expect that his findings would have such
an impact. But the measure caught on. The idea that one number reveals so much about us is irresistible, notes statistical geneticist
David Evans of the University of Queensland in Brisbane, Australia, who has studied the genetic basis of finger ratios.Â Finger ratios
also appeared to meet a scientific need. In the late 1950s, researchers proposed a then-radical ideaâ€”that testosterone and related sex
hormones in the womb steer the brain's development and thereby shape adult behavior. What could fingers and sex possibly have in
common? What does the shape of a child's fingers reveal about future musical talent? And why should professional footballers have
longer fingers than other men? This book is about a simple measurement of the human hand: the 'finger ratio', or the length of the ring
finger relative to the index finger. John Manning uses a tiny difference between the sexes - that men tend to have a greater finger ratio
than women - to examine a dizzying group of questions about human behaviour, from sexuality, to musical ability, to predisposition to
dis...

